Vinnytsia

Copyright Transfer Agreement
«___»_____________ 201__ year.

National Pirogov Memorial Medical University, Vinnytsya (Vinnytsia), being the founders and publishers of the journal

"Вісник Вінницького національного медичного університету / Reports of Vinnytsia National Medical
University", hereinafter referred to as the "Publisher", represented by Professor I. V. Gunas, which operates on the basis
of the Charter, on the one hand, and Author/s:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________,
(surname, name, patronymic of the author/s)

hereinafter referred to as the "Author" on the other hand, together referred to as the "Parties", have signed this Agreement
on the following:
1. The author grants the Publisher exclusive rights to print and use the Article___________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________,
including the right to authorize or prohibit the use of the Article or its fragments by third parties.
2. From the moment of signing this Agreement (after the adoption of the Article "to the press"), the Publisher has the
exclusive right to publish, edit, modify, translate into any language, publish, and distribute the Article in unlimited
circulation in any form and format on any media or in any medium.
3. This transfer of copyrights is carried out for a full period of validity of copyright for the article specified in the Treaty
and is effective on the territory of all countries of the world.
4. The publisher acquires the right to freely transfer and license the rights received under this Agreement to other
organizations and individuals.
5. All copies of the Article, both paper and electronic, must contain information about the copyrights of the publisher
(©"Вісник Вінницького національного медичного університету / Reports of Vinnytsia National Medical
University") and a complete bibliographic reference to the article.
6. If the manuscript of the Article is not accepted for publication within twelve months (which the Author will be notified
in writing) or revoked by the Author prior to the adoption of the Article "to the press", this Agreement loses its force and
is revoked, with the copyright being returned to the Author.
7. The publisher confirms that the author retains the following rights:
- patent rights, trademark rights and rights to any processes, substances, materials and techniques described in the
Article;
- the right to make various copies, including electronic copies, solely for own use by the Author's colleagues, provided
that these copies are not placed on a public server or used for sale or for distribution by mass mailing by e-mail;
- the right to use the entire Article or any of its fragments in reviews, dissertations, books, lectures.
8. The author warrants that:
- this Article is the original work of the author and is not a copy of any other work;
- the necessary authorizations have been obtained for the use in the Article of materials protected by copyright;
- the use by the Publisher of copyrights acquired as a result of this Agreement does not entail any infringement of the
copyright of any person or organization and will not lead to the disclosure of sensitive or confidential information;
- this Article was not published earlier and will not be published anywhere before its publication by the Publisher;
- the copyrights to its publication were not transferred to other publishers.
9. The operation of this Agreement, which is not regulated in all respects by this agreement, is governed by the current
legislation of Ukraine.
12. All additions, annexes, acts are drawn up by the parties in writing and signed by the authorized representative and
representatives of the Parties.
13. This agreement is made in two copies (one for each of the Parties) in English, Ukrainian or Russian, the texts of which
are identical. In case of disagreement, the preference is given to the text in English.
14. Requisites and signatures of the Parties:
National Pirogov Memorial Medical University, Vinnytsya. 21018, Vinnytsya, Pirogova street, 56
Professor, I. V. Gunas
Аuthor/s ____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
(surname, name, patronymic, signature)

